We read with enthusiasm the editorials by Rick Hass and William Tseng in response to our recently published manuscript, “A novel, simplified, externally validated staging system for truncal/extremity soft tissue sarcomas: An analysis of the US Sarcoma Collaborative database” (1). These editorials, along with a considerable array of recent publications, review articles, and other editorials over the past few years, represent a re-invigorated interest for this rare, and previously somewhat ignored, malignancy amongst the oncology community.

To this point, the most recent edition (8th) of the AJCC staging manual made considerable changes to the staging of soft tissue sarcomas, as detailed by Dr. Tseng. As described by Haas, three main goals of proposing staging systems are creating a common language, allowing comparisons of outcome parameters, and predicting outcomes (2). Successful attainment of these objectives is significantly more difficult in a rare and heterogenous disease such as soft tissue sarcoma, particularly given the numerous histotypes with distinct biologic behavior. In an era of personalized medicine, sarcoma nomograms attempt to bridge this gap and provide a more granular assessment of patient outcomes or assess risk based on specific characteristics of a patient and their disease. Thus, both staging systems and nomograms are utilized in soft tissue sarcoma with the aim of better predicting outcomes by patient characteristics; however, both approaches are also saddled with limitations.

The main criticism of staging systems in general, and our recently proposed system in particular, is the exclusion of specific histotypes, thus making them less individualized and potentially less accurate (2,3). While nomograms include histotype in their outcome prediction algorithms, it is worth noting that the majority of histotypes are not accounted for in either of the two main nomograms. Only the most prevalent subtypes (5 in PERSARC and 8 in SARCULATOR) are stratified separately. Therefore, even within these nomograms, the majority of the 75+ different sarcoma histotypes are combined into a single category of “other” (4,5), much like a classical staging system. Thus, even with nomograms, the ability to predict individual outcomes is still limited for the vast majority of histotypes and is only available for a few, albeit the most common, sarcoma subtypes.

Given the current need for histotype-specific therapies and clinical trials, due to limited effective therapy for high-risk sarcoma as a whole, there is indeed a role for individualizing patient recruitment. However, when selecting patients with a wide variety of histotypes, the utilization of nomograms in trial recruitment is hindered by their limited stratification across all histotypes. An aim for the future of sarcoma treatment is a more effective therapy applicable to all high-risk soft tissue sarcomas, regardless of histotype. In essence this is a group that is identified by a well stratified staging system (1).

In this era of personalized medicine, there is absolutely a need for histotype specific analysis. Nomograms provide a platform for an individualized discussion with a patient afflicted with a common histotype, while staging systems are more easily translated across populations and institutions. Our proposed staging system aimed to simplify the AJCC staging system, making it easier to translate across institutions and populations.
8th edition classification system by eliminating unnecessary and clinically irrelevant categories and creating better discrimination between existing ones. Despite the benefits of nomograms, it is unrealistic to address all sarcoma histotypes individually in prognostic models. As we move forward, we will need to utilize a combination of staging systems and nomograms synergistically for predicting patient outcomes and clinical trial recruitment.
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